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Abstract
We wish to automatically predict the “speediness” of
moving objects in videos—whether they move faster, at, or
slower than their “natural” speed. The core component in
our approach is SpeedNet—a novel deep network trained to
detect if a video is playing at normal rate, or if it is sped
up. SpeedNet is trained on a large corpus of natural videos
in a self-supervised manner, without requiring any manual
annotations. We show how this single, binary classifica-
tion network can be used to detect arbitrary rates of speedi-
ness of objects. We demonstrate prediction results by Speed-
Net on a wide range of videos containing complex natural
motions, and examine the visual cues it utilizes for mak-
ing those predictions. Importantly, we show that through
predicting the speed of videos, the model learns a powerful
and meaningful space-time representation that goes beyond
simple motion cues. We demonstrate how those learned fea-
tures can boost the performance of self-supervised action
recognition, and can be used for video retrieval. Further-
more, we also apply SpeedNet for generating time-varying,
adaptive video speedups, which can allow viewers to watch
videos faster, but with less of the jittery, unnatural motions
typical to videos that are sped up uniformly.
1. Introduction
A human observer can often easily notice if an object’s
motion is sped up or slowed down. For example, if we play
a video of a dancer at twice the speed (2×), we can notice
unnatural, fast and jittery motions. In many cases, we have
prior knowledge about the way objects move in the world
(people, animals, cars); we know their typical dynamics and
their natural rate of motion.
In this paper, we seek to study how well we can train a
machine to learn such concepts and priors about objects’
motions. Solving this task requires high-level reasoning
and understanding of the way different objects move in the
world. We achieve this by training a single model, Speed-
Net, to perform a basic binary classification task: estimate
whether an object in an input video sequence is moving at
its normal speed, or faster than the normal speed (Fig. 1,
top). That is, given a set of L frames in an L-fps video as
input, we set to predict whether those frames depict 1 sec-
ond of the object’s motion in the world (normal speed), or
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Figure 1. Given an input video, our method automatically pre-
dicts the “speediness” of objects in the video—whether they move
faster, at, or slower than their natural speed. Bottom: a video of
a dancer alternates between normal speed and slow motion play-
back, as correctly captured by our speediness prediction over time.
Note that speediness 6= magnitude of motions, see Fig. 2. The
core component of our method is SpeedNet (top)—a novel deep
network that detects whether an object is moving at its normal
speed, or faster than its normal speed.
more than 1 second (the object/video is sped up). We pre-
ferred this approach over directly predicting (regressing to)
the playback rate of the video, because our ultimate goal is
to determine whether motion in a given video is natural or
not, a task for which a regression objective may be unnec-
essarily difficult to learn.
We dub this the “speediness” of the object. We then show
how this basic binary classification model can be applied at
test time to predict arbitrary rates of speediness in videos,
when objects are sped-up, or slowed-down, by different fac-
tors (Fig. 1, bottom). The model is trained on Kinetics [16],
a large corpus of natural videos of human actions, in a self-
supervised manner, without requiring manual labels.
Our motivation for this study is twofold. First, we ask if
it is possible to train a reliable classifier on a large-scale col-
lection of videos to predict if an object’s motion is sped up
or played at normal speed—what would such a model learn
about the visual world in order to solve this task? Second,
we show that a well-trained model for predicting speediness
can support a variety of useful applications.
Training SpeedNet, however, is far from trivial. In hu-
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Figure 2. Speediness 6= motion magnitude. A person is walking
back and forth, at first further away from the camera, then closer
to the camera (top). The magnitude of motions varies significantly
throughout the sequence (in particular, the motions get larger when
the person is closer to the camera; middle plot), but our SpeedNet
model is able to produce a stable classification of normal speed
throughout the video (speediness score close to zero). If we input
to SpeedNet the video played at twice the speed (2×), then the
walking segments do indeed get recognized as faster-than-normal
human motions (higher speediness scores), whereas the static seg-
ments (no person in the scene), are classified as normal speed.
mans, the ability to correctly classify an object’s speed con-
tinues to improve even throughout adolescence [23], imply-
ing that a developed mind is required to perform this task.
In addition to the high-level reasoning necessary for solv-
ing this task, a major challenge in training a neural net-
work to automatically predict speediness is to avoid their
tendency to detect easy shortcuts, e.g., to rely on artifi-
cial, low-level cues, such as compression artifacts, when-
ever possible. This usually results in near-perfect accuracy
on the learning task, which is an outcome we want to avoid:
we seek a semantic, as opposed to artificial, understand-
ing of speediness, by examining the actual motions, and
not relying on artifacts (compression, aliasing) related to
the way in which the sped-up videos are generated. We de-
scribe the strategies employed to mitigate artificial shortcuts
in Sec. 3.1.
Another challenging aspect of training SpeedNet is to
go beyond the trivial case of motion magnitude for deter-
mining speediness. Relying only on the speed of moving
objects, using motion magnitude alone, would discriminate
between, e.g. two people walking normally at two differ-
ent distances from the camera (Fig. 2). We address the
speediness prediction capability of optical flow in Sec. 5.1,
and demonstrate the clear prediction superiority of Speed-
Net over a naive flow-based baseline method. However, the
correlation between speediness and motion magnitude does
pose a formidable challenge to our method in cases of ex-
treme camera or object motion.
We demonstrate our model’s speediness prediction re-
sults on a wide range of challenging videos, containing
complex natural motions, like dancing and sports. We vi-
sualize and examine the visual cues the model uses to make
those predictions. We also apply the model for gener-
ating time-varying, adaptive speedup videos, speeding up
objects more (or less) if their speediness score is low (or
high), so that when sped up, their motion looks more nat-
ural to the viewer. This is in contrast to traditional video
speedup, e.g. in online video streaming websites, which use
uniform/constant speedup, producing unnatural, jittery mo-
tions. Given a desired global speedup factor, our method
calculates a smooth curve for per-frame speedup factor
based on the speediness score of each frame. The details
of this algorithm are described in Sec. 4.2.
Lastly, we also show that through learning to classify
the speed of a video, SpeedNet learns a powerful space-
time representation that can be used for self-supervised ac-
tion recognition and for video retrieval. Our action recog-
nition results are competitive with the state-of-the-art self-
supervised methods on two popular benchmarks, and beat
all other methods which pre-train on Kinetics. We also
show promising results on cross-video clip retrieval.
Our videos, results, and supplementary material
are available on the project web page: http://
speednet-cvpr20.github.io.
2. Related work
Video playback speed classification. Playback speed
classification is considered a useful task in itself, especially
in the context of sports broadcasts, where replays are often
played at different speeds. A number of works try to de-
tect replays in sports [36, 5, 14, 17]. However, these works
usually employ a specific domain analysis, and use a super-
vised approach. Our method, however, works on any type
of video and does not use any information unique to a spe-
cific sport. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no
public dataset for detection of slow motion playback speed.
Video time remapping. Our variable speedup technique
produces non-uniform temporal sampling of the video
frames. This idea was explored by several papers. The
early seminal work of Bennett and McMillan [2] calcu-
lates an optimal non-uniform sampling to satisfy various
visual objectives, as captured by error metrics defined be-
tween pairs of frames. Zhou et al. [42] use a measure of
“frame importance” based on motion saliency estimation, to
select important frames. Petrovic et al. [29] perform query-
based adaptive video speedup—frames similar to the query
clip are played slower, and different ones faster. An impor-
tant task is of intelligent fast-forwarding of regular videos
[21], or egocentric videos [31, 33, 11, 32], where frames
are selected to preserve the gist of the video, while allow-
ing the user to view it in less time. All of these works try
to select frames based on a saliency measure to keep the
maximal “information” from the original video, or minimal
camera jitter in the case of first-person videos. In contrast,
our work focuses on detecting regions which are played at
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slower than their natural speed. This allows for optimizing a
varying playback rate, such that speedup artifacts of moving
objects (as detected by the model) will be less noticeable.
Self-supervised learning from videos. Using video as a
natural source of supervision has recently attracted much
interest [15], and many different video properties have been
used as supervision, such as: cycle consistency between
video frames [37, 8]; distinguishing between a video frame
sequence and a shuffled version of it [25, 10, 40]; solving
space-time cubic puzzles [19]. Another common task is
predicting the future, either by predicting pixels of future
frames [24, 6], or an embedding of a future video segment
[13]. Ng et al. [27] try to predict optical flow, and Von-
drick et al. [35] use colorization as supervision.
The works most related to ours are those which try to
predict the arrow of time [38, 30]. This task can be stated
as classifying the playback speed of the video between −1
and +1, as opposed to our work which attempts to discrim-
inate between different positive video speeds. In concurrent
work, Epstein et al. [9] leverage the intrinsic speed of video
to predict unintentional action in videos.
3. SpeedNet
The core component of our method is SpeedNet—a deep
neural network designed to determine whether objects in a
video are moving at, or faster than, their normal speed. As
proxies for natural and unnaturally fast movement, we train
SpeedNet to discriminate between videos played at normal
speed and videos played at twice (2×) their original speed.
More formally, the learning task is: given a set of L frames
extracted from an L-fps video as input, SpeedNet predicts
if those frames contain 1 second of movement in the world
(i.e., normal speed), or 2 seconds (i.e., sped-up).
It is important to note that videos played at twice the
original speed do not always contain unnatural motion. For
example, slow walking sped up to fast walking can still look
natural. Similarly, when nothing is moving in the scene, a
video played at 2× will still show no motion. Thus, the
proxy task of discriminating between 1× and 2× speeds
does not always accurately reflect our main objective of pre-
dicting speediness. Consequently, we do not expect (or de-
sire for) our model to reach perfect accuracy. Moreover, this
property of network ambiguity in cases of slow vs. fast nat-
ural motion is precisely what facilitates the downstream use
of SpeedNet predictions to “gracefully” speed up videos.
We describe and demonstrate how we can use this model
for predicting the speediness of objects in natural videos
played at arbitrary speeds. The motivation for solving this
binary classification problem rather then directly regressing
to the video’s playback rate is because our goal is to deter-
mine whether or not the motion in a given video is natural,
a task for which a regression objective may be unnecessar-
ily difficult to learn. Moreover, discriminating between two
different speeds is more natural for humans as well. We
next describe the different components of our framework.
3.1. Data, supervision, and avoiding artificial cues
SpeedNet is trained in a self-supervised manner, without
requiring any manually labeled videos. More specifically,
our training and testing sets contain two versions of every
video segment, a normal speed version, and a sped-up ver-
sion constructed by temporally subsampling video frames.
Previous work has shown networks have a tendency to
use shortcuts—artificial cues present in the training data, to
help them solve the task at hand [38, 13, 7]. Our network
too is susceptible to these cues, and we attempt to avoid
potential shortcuts by employing the following strategies:
Spatial augmentations. Our base network, defined in
Sec. 3.2, is fully convolutional, so its input can be of ar-
bitrary dimensions. During training, we randomly resize
the input video clip to a spatial dimension N of between 64
and 336 pixels. The blurring which occurs during the re-
size process can help mitigate potential pixel intensity jitter
caused by MPEG or JPEG compression of each frame. Af-
ter passing the input through the base network, we perform
spatial global max pooling over the regions in the resulting
space-time features. Since the input is of variable size, these
regions correspond to differently sized regions in the orig-
inal, unresized input. This forces our network not to rely
only on size-dependent factors, such as motion magnitude.
Temporal augmentations. We would like to sample a
video at either normal speed or twice its normal speed. To
introduce variability in the time domain, for normal speed
we sample frames at a rate of 1×-1.2× and for the sped-
up version we sample at 1.7×-2.2×. In more detail, we
choose 3T consecutive frames from a given video. For nor-
mal speed, we randomly pick a skip factor f between 1−1.2
and skip frames with probability 1 − 1/f . We then choose
T consecutive frames from the remaining frames. For the
sped-up version, f is chosen between 1.7− 2.2.
Same-batch training. For each clip (of 3T consecutive
frames), we construct a normal speed and a sped-up video,
each of length T , in the manner described above. We train
our model such that each batch contains both normal-speed
and sped-up versions of each video clip. We found that
this way, our network is significantly less reliant on arti-
ficial cues. We note the same type of training was found
to be critical in other self-supervised works such as [12].
See Tab. 1 and the discussion in Sec. 5.1 for the quantitative
effect of these augmentation strategies.
3.2. SpeedNet architecture
Our architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3. The input to the
network is a T×N×N video segment, which is either sam-
pled from a normal speed video, or its sped-up version (T
and N denote the temporal and spatial dimensions, respec-
tively). The input segment is then passed to a fully convo-
lutional base network that learns space-time features. The
dimensions of the output features are T × N32 × N32 × 1024.
That is, the spatial resolution is reduced by a factor of 32,
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Figure 3. SpeedNet architecture. SpeedNet, the core model in
our technique, is trained to classify an input video sequence as ei-
ther normal speed, or sped up. Full details are provided in Sec. 3.2.
while the temporal dimension is preserved, and the num-
ber of channels is 1024. Our network architecture is largely
based on S3D-G [39], a state-of-the-art action recognition
model. There are two differences between our base model
and the original S3D-G model: (i) In our model, temporal
strides for all the max pooling layers are set to 1, to leave
the input’s temporal dimension constant; (ii) We perform
max spatial pooling and average temporal pooling over the
resulting space-time features, as opposed to only average
pooling in S3D-G.
We then collapse the temporal and spatial dimensions
into a single channel. Intuitively, we want the prediction
to be determined by the most dominant spatially moving
object, whereas temporally, we would like to take into ac-
count the motion through the entire video segment to avoid
sensitivity to instantaneous “spiky” motions. We therefore
reduce the spatial dimension by applying global max pool-
ing, and reduce the temporal dimension by applying global
average pooling. This results in a 1024D vector, which is
then mapped to the final logits by a 1 × 1 convolution W .
Our model is trained using a binary cross entropy loss.
4. Adaptive video speedup
We use our model to adaptively speed up a test video v.
The idea is: we speed up a video. As long as the network
thinks that a segment in the resulting video is not sped-up,
we can keep on speeding up that video segment even further.
4.1. From predictions to speedup scores
Given an input video v, we first generate a set of sped-
up videos, v0, . . . vk, by sub-sampling v by an exponential
factor of {Xi}ki=0, where v0 is the original video. We used
X = 1.25 and k = 10 in our experiments. We feed each
video vi into SpeedNet in a sliding window fashion; the net-
work’s prediction for each window is assigned to the mid-
dle frame. This results in a temporally-varying prediction
curve, Pvi(t), for each video vi. Here, Pvi(t) represents the
(softmax) probability of normal speed. That is, Pvi(t) ≈ 1
if SpeedNet’s prediction for a window centered at t is nor-
mal speed, and Pvi(t) ≈ 0 if sped-up.
The set of speediness predictions {Pvi} are first lin-
early interpolated (in time) to the temporal length of the
longest curve (Pv0 ). We then binarize the predictions using
a threshold ρ to obtain a sped-up or not sped-up classifica-
tion per timestep, denoted by the set {P ρvi}. Each vector in
this set of binary speediness predictions is then multiplied
by its corresponding speedup factor Xi to obtain a set of
speedup vectors {Vi(t)}, which are combined into a single
speedup vector V (t) by taking the maximum value at each
timestep. In other words, V (t) contains the maximum pos-
sible speedup for each timestep that was still classified as
not sped-up. The locally-adaptive speedups determine the
overall speedup of the video that still seems “natural”.
4.2. Optimizing for adaptive speedup
Our main idea is to non-uniformly change the playback
speed of a video based on its content. The motivation is
similar to variable bitrate (VBR) encoding, where the band-
width allocated to a data segment is determined by its com-
plexity. The intuition is similar—some video segments,
such as those with smooth, slow motion, can be sped up
more than others without corrupting its “naturalness”.
How do we choose the threshold ρ, and how do we
guarantee that we achieve the final desired overall speedup
with least distortions? We test for nine thresholds: ρ ∈
{0.1, . . . 0.9}, and select the one for which the overall
speedup is closest to the desired one.
Given the per-frame speedup vector V (t), as described
above, our goal now is to estimate a smoothly varying
speedup curve S(t), which meets the user-given target
speedup rate over the entire video. The motivation behind
this process is that the speedup score of segments with little
action will be high, meaning a human is less likely to notice
the difference in the playback speed in those segments. We
formulate this using the following objective:
argminS Espeed(S, V ) + βErate(S,Ro) + αEsmooth(S
′),
where Espeed encourages speeding frames according to our
estimated speedup score V . Erate constrains the overall
speedup over the entire video to match the user desired
speedup rate Ro. Esmooth is a smoothness regularizer, where
S′ denotes the first derivative of S. Please see Appendix A
for full derivation and details. We then plugin the optimal
speedup S∗ to adaptively play the video.
The graphs in Fig. 5 depict an example “speediness
curve” (red), along with its corresponding final optimal
speedup curve S∗ (blue) for an overall target speedup of
2×. We define a video’s “speediness curve” to be 1− Vˆ (t),
where Vˆ (t) is computed by normalizing V (t) to be in the
range [0, 1].
5. Experiments
For our experiments we use the Kinetics [16] dataset
which consists of 246K train videos and 50K test clips
played at 25 fps. As our method is self-supervised, we do
not use the action recognition labels at training. We also test
our model on the Need for Speed dataset (NFS) [18] which
consists of 100 videos captured at 240 fps (a total of 380K
frames). The dataset contains many different object actions
such as moving balls, jumping people, skiing, and others.
Testing our model’s performance on this dataset is impor-
tant for evaluating our model’s generalization capability.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the network’s predictions. (a) different segments from the same gymnast video are shown. (b) softmax proba-
bilities of being “sped-up” (y axis) are displayed for the normal speed gymnast video (blue curve) and for the sped-up gymnast video (red
curve). The segments shown in (a) are positioned in the graph. See further details in Sec. 5.1.1.
Model Type Accuracy
Batch Temporal Spatial Kinetics NFS
Yes Yes Yes 75.6% 73.6%
No Yes Yes 88.2% 59.3%
No No Yes 90.0% 57.7%
No No No 96.9% 57.4%
Mean Flow 55.8% 55.0%
Table 1. Ablation study. We consider the effect of spatial and
temporal augmentations described in Sec. 3 on the accuracy of
SpeedNet for both Kinetics and NFS datasets. We also consider
the effect of same-batch training (“Batch” in the table) vs. training
only with random normal-speed and sped-up video clips in the
same batch (see Sec. 3.1). In the last row, we consider the efficacy
of training a simple network with only the mean flow magnitude
of each frame.
5.1. SpeedNet performance
We assess the performance of SpeedNet (its ability to tell
if a video is sped-up or not) on the test set of Kinetics and
videos from the NFS dataset. We consider segments of 16
frames either played at normal speed (unchanged) or uni-
formly sped-up. For the NFS dataset, videos are uniformly
sped-up up by 10× or 20× to give an effective frame rate
of 24 fps (normal speed) or 12 fps (sped-up). As the frame
rate of Kinetics videos is 25 fps, we expect these speedups
to correspond to 1× and 2× speedups of Kinetics videos.
The slight variation in frame rate is important for assessing
the performance of our model on videos played at slightly
different frame rates than trained on. At test time, we re-
size frames to a height of 224 keeping the aspect ratio of
the original video, and then apply a 224× 224 center crop.
No temporal or spatial augmentation is applied.
In Tab. 1, we consider the effect of training with or with-
out: (1) temporal augmentations (2) spatial augmentations
and (3) same-batch training (see Sec. 3.1). When not train-
ing in “same-batch training” mode, each batch consists of
random normal-speed and sped-up video clips. When train-
ing SpeedNet without (1), (2) and (3), SpeedNet relies on
learned “shortcuts”–artificial cues that are present in Kinet-
ics, which lead to a misleading high test accuracy. However,
when tested on NFS, such cues are not present, and so the
test accuracy drops to 57.4%. When using (1), (2) and (3),
reliance on artificial cues is reduced significantly (accuracy
drops from 96.9% to 75.6%), and the gap between the test
accuracy of Kinetics and that of NFS drops to 2%, indicat-
ing better generalization. While chance level is 50%, recall
that we do not expect SpeedNet to achieve accuracy close
to 100%, as in many cases one cannot really tell if a video
is sped-up or not (e.g., when there is no motion in the clip).
5.1.1 Prediction curves
Fig. 4 illustrates the predictions for a normal speed and a
sped-up version of a gymnast video (more prediction re-
sults are on our project page). The predictions on the
video played at normal speed (1×) are shown in blue and for
sped-up (2×) in red. For a frame t, the predictions shown
are 1 − Pv0(t) (1×) and 1 − Pv3(t) (2×), as detailed in
Sec. 4. In particular, the predictions for 2× are linearly in-
terpolated so as to be displayed on the same temporal axis.
As can be seen, the region of slight camera motion (t1) is
determined to be of normal speed for both 1× and 2×. A
person moving in place (t2) is determined to be sped-up for
2× and of normal speed for 1×. Large camera and object
motion (t3) is determined to be sped-up for both 1× and
2×. Lastly, a short pause in motion (t4), has roughly equal
probability of being sped-up and of being normal speed for
both 1× and 2×.
5.1.2 Comparison to optical flow
We consider the efficacy of training a baseline model whose
input is the per-frame average flow magnitude for each ex-
ample in our Kinetics training set. This results in a vec-
tor of size T for each video clip. We train a simple net-
work with two fully connected layers, ReLU activations
and batch normalization. As can be seen in Tab. 1, this
model achieves only 55% accuracy on the test sets of Kinet-
ics and NFS. A major limitation of the mean optical flow is
its correlation with the distance of the object from the cam-
era, which can be seen in Fig. 2. While SpeedNet is clearly
superior compared to the flow baseline, it does tend to fail
in scenarios which contain either extreme camera motion or
very large object motion, such as fast moving objects and
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motion very close to the camera. We hypothesize that this
is because our training set does not contain enough normal-
speed videos with such large frame-to-frame displacements,
which is usually characteristic of videos being played at
twice their original speed.
5.2. Generalization to arbitrary speediness rates
We tested our model on a variety of real-world videos
downloaded from the web which contain slow motion ef-
fects, involving natural camera motion as well as complex
human actions, including ballet dancing, Olympic gymnas-
tics, skiing, and many more. Our algorithm manages to ac-
curately predict which segments are at normal speed and
which are slowed down by using the method described in
Sec. 4. To emphasize, even though our SpeedNet model
was trained on a dataset of videos at normal speed and 2×
speed, we can use it within our framework to classify video
segments which contain slow-motion, i.e. whose duration
at playback is slower than real-time. A video clip is deter-
mined as “slow-motion” if its sped-up version is detected as
“normal-speed”, such as the example shown in Fig. 1.
5.3. Adaptive speedup of real-world videos
To evaluate our adaptive speedup against that of uniform
speedup, we seek videos where there is a large difference
in the “speediness” of objects within the video. For exam-
ple, for a 100m sprint run, the runner is initially walking
towards the running blocks, then not moving at all just be-
fore the sprint (when at the blocks), and finally sprinting.
We performed adaptive speedup on five such videos from
YouTube, and then conducted a user study to determine the
objective quality of our results. For each video, our adap-
tive speedup and its corresponding uniformly sped-up ver-
sion are shown to the user at random, who is asked to select
the sped-up version which “looks better”.
We conducted the study on 30 users with different re-
search backgrounds, and for all five videos we presented,
our adaptive speedup was preferred by a clear margin over
uniform speedup, as shown in Fig. 6. An example of one of
the adaptively sped-up videos used in our study is shown in
Fig. 5, and all five videos are on our project page.
5.4. SpeedNet for self-supervised tasks
Solving the speediness task requires high-level reason-
ing about the natural movements of objects, as well as un-
derstanding of lower-level motion cues. Since SpeedNet is
self-supervised, we evaluate the effectiveness of its internal
representation on the self-supervised tasks of pre-training
for action recognition and video retrieval.
5.4.1 Action recognition
Utilizing self-supervised pre-training to initialize action
recognition models is an established and effective way for
evaluating the internal representation learned via the self-
supervised task. A good initialization is important espe-
cially when training on small action recognition datasets,
Initialization Supervised accuracy
Method Architecture UCF101 HMDB51
Random init S3D-G 73.8 46.4
ImageNet inflated S3D-G 86.6 57.7
Kinetics supervised S3D-G 96.8 74.5
CubicPuzzle [19] 3D-ResNet18 65.8 33.7
Order [40] R(2+1)D 72.4 30.9
DPC [13] 3D-ResNet34 75.7 35.7
AoT [38] T-CAM 79.4 -
SpeedNet (Ours) S3D-G 81.1 48.8
Random init I3D 47.9 29.6
SpeedNet (Ours) I3D 66.7 43.7
Table 2. Self-supervised action recognition. Comparison of self-
supervised methods on UCF101 and HMDB51 split-1. The top
methods are baseline S3D-G models trained using various forms
of initialization. All of the methods in the middle were trained
with a self-supervised method on Kinetics and then fine-tuned on
UCF101 and HMDB51. On the bottom, we show for reference our
random init and SpeedNet accuracy when trained on I3D network.
such as UCF101 [34] and HMDB51 [20], as the generaliza-
tion capability of powerful networks can easily be inhibited
by quickly overfitting to the training set.
Fine-tuning a pre-trained SpeedNet model on either
UCF101 or HMDB51 significantly boosts the action recog-
nition accuracy over random initialization, which indicates
that solving the speediness task led to a useful general in-
ternal representation. In Tab. 2 we show that our action
recognition accuracy beats all other models pre-trained in
a self-supervised manner on Kinetics. For reference, we in-
clude the performance of S3D-G network when pre-trained
with ImageNet labels (ImageNet inflated), and when using
the full supervision of Kinetics (Kinetics supervised). Both
networks use additional supervision, which we do not.
The best performing self-supervised model we are aware
of, DynamoNet [6], was pre-trained on YouTube-8M
dataset [1], which is 10× larger than Kinetics, and whose
raw videos are not readily available publicly. DynamoNet
attains accuracies of 88.1% and 59.9% on UCF101 and
HMDB51, respectively.
Note that our strong random init baselines for S3D-G
are in part due to using 64 frames during training. Speed-
Net was designed and trained for the specific requirements
of “speediness” prediction and, as such, was not optimized
for action recognition. For reference, when trained with a
weaker architecture such as I3D [4], our speediness predic-
tion drops to 63.1%, but we observe a larger absolute and
relative improvement over the random init baseline for both
datasets, as reported in Tab. 2.
5.4.2 Nearest neighbor retrieval
Another way of assessing the power of SpeedNet’s learned
representation is by extracting video clip embeddings from
the model, and searching for nearest neighbors in embed-
dings space. In particular, given a video clip of arbitrary
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Figure 5. Adaptive video speedup. We apply the SpeedNet model for generating time-varying, adaptive speedup videos, based on the
frames’ speediness curve (Sec. 4). Here we show the speediness curve and our resulting adaptive speedup factor for a video of two kids
jumping into a pool. Several selected frames are shown at the top, pointing to their corresponding times within the sequence on the
predicted speediness curve.
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Figure 6. Adaptive video speedup user study. We asked 30 par-
ticipants to compare our adaptive speedup results with constant
uniform speedup for 5 videos (without saying which is which),
and select the one they liked better. Our adaptive speedup results
were consistently (and clearly) preferred over uniform speedup.
spatial dimension and temporal length, we propose to use
the max and average-pooled space-time activations, de-
scribed in Sec. 3.2, as a 1024D feature vector representing
the clip. The experiments described in this section demon-
strate that the extracted features encapsulate motion patterns
in a way that facilitates the retrieval of other clips with sim-
ilar behavior.
In this experiment, we extract a 16-frame sequence from
a video (query, see Fig. 7), and aim to retrieve similar clips
from a either the same (longer) video (“within a video”), or
from a collection of short video clips (“across videos”). For
the former, we first extract the query feature vector from
SpeedNet, and proceed to calculate feature vectors from the
target video in sliding-window fashion over 16-frame win-
dows. We then calculate a similarity graph by computing
the cosine similarity score between the query feature and
each of the target video features. In the first experiment, the
query is of a basketball player shooting a 3-point shot, and
similar clips of a different player are retrieved from further
along in the same video, filmed from a slightly different an-
gle and scale. In Fig. 7 (a) we show a representative frame
from each peak in the similarity graph.
In the second experiment (Fig. 7 (b)), the query clip is
(a) Within a video
(b) Across videos
Query Retrieved top-3 results
Figure 7. Video clip retrieval. The left column shows an image
from a query clip, and the right three columns show the clips with
the closest embeddings. In (a), the retrieval is from clips taken
from further along in the same video. In (b), the results are re-
trieved from the entire UCF101 train set. Note that the embeddings
focus more on the type of movement than the action class, for ex-
ample the girl in the last row is making similar back/forth/up/down
motions with her hand as the hand drummer in the query.
taken from the test set of UCF101, and we search for the
nearest neighbors in the training set, again using cosine sim-
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Method Architecture 1 5 10 20 50
Jigsaw [28] CFN 19.7 28.5 33.5 40.0 49.4
OPN [22] OPN 19.9 28.7 34.0 40.6 51.6
Buchler [3] CaffeNet 25.7 36.2 42.2 49.2 59.5
Order [40] C3D 12.5 29.0 39.0 50.6 66.9
Order [40] R(2+1)D 10.7 25.9 35.4 47.3 63.9
Order [40] R3D 14.1 30.3 40.0 51.1 66.5
Ours S3D-G 13.0 28.1 37.5 49.5 65.0
Table 3. Recall-at-topK. Top-K accuracy for different values of K
for UCF101.
ilarity. SpeedNet mostly focuses on the type and speed of
an object’s behavior, which is not always equivalent to the
class of the video. For example, in Fig. 7, the girl in the last
row is making similar back/forth/up/down motions with her
hand as the hand drummer in the query.
We would, however, like to measure how correlated our
learned representations are to specific action classes. We
consider a third experiment where we measure the Recall-
at-topK: a test clip is considered correctly classified if it is
equivalent to the class of one of theK nearest training clips.
We use the protocol of Xu et al. [40] (denoted Order). As
can be seen in Tab. 3, our method is competitive with other
self-supervised methods and only slightly inferior to [40].
5.5. Visualizing salient space-time regions
To gain a better understanding about which space-time
regions contribute to our predictions, we follow the Class-
Activation Map (CAM) technique [41] to visualize the en-
ergy of the last 3D layer, before the global max and aver-
age pooling (see Fig. 3). More specifically, we extract a
T × N × N × 1024 feature map, where T and N are the
temporal and spatial dimensions, respectively. We first re-
duce the number of channels to T × N × N using W (the
weights that map from the 1024D vector to the final logits).
We then take the absolute value of the activation maps and
normalize them between 0 and 1.
Fig. 8 depicts computed heat maps superimposed over
sample frames from several videos are shown in . These
examples portray a strong correlation between highly acti-
vated regions and the dominant mover in the scene, even
when performing complex actions such as flips and articu-
lated motions. For example, in the top row, second frame,
the network attends to the motion of the leg, and in the sec-
ond row, activations are highly concentrated on the body
motion of the gymnast. Interestingly, the model is able to
pick up the salient mover in the presence of significant cam-
era motion.
In Fig. 9, we consider the video “Memory Eleven” [26],
in which part of the frame is played in slow motion while
the other part is played at normal speed. We use a similar
visualization as in Fig. 8, but do not take the absolute value
of the activation maps. While in Fig. 8 we are interested in
overall important spatio-temporal regions for classification,
in Fig. 9 we are interested in distinguishing between areas
Figure 8. Which space-time regions contribute the most to
our speediness predictions? CAM visualizations as detailed in
Sec. 5.5. We visualize such regions as overlaid heat-maps, where
red and blue correspond to high and low activated regions, respec-
tively. Interestingly, the model is able to pick up the salient mover
in the presence of significant camera motion.
Figure 9. Spatially-varying speediness. In the video “Memory
Eleven” [26], one part of the frame is played in slow motion while
the other part is played at regular speed. Using CAM visualiza-
tions without taking the absolute value (thus maintaining the di-
rection of the activations, see Sec. 5.5), we can see that the model
accurately predicts the speediness of each part of the frame part,
from blue (normal speed), to red (slow motion).
in the frame used for classifying the video as normal and
as sped-up. SpeedNet accurately predicts the speediness of
each part, from blue (normal speed), to red (slow motion).
6. Conclusion
Our work studies the extent to which a machine can learn
the “speediness” of moving objects in videos: whether an
object is moving slower, at, or faster than its natural speed.
To this end, we proposed SpeedNet, a model trained in
a self-supervised manner to determine if a given video is
being played at normal or twice its original speed. We
showed that our model learns high level object motion pri-
ors which are more sophisticated than motion magnitude,
and demonstrated the effectiveness of our model for several
tasks: adaptively speeding up a video more “naturally” than
uniform speedup; as self-supervised pre-training for action
recognition; as a feature extractor for video clip retrieval.
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A. Adaptive speedup optimization
The term Espeed defines to which extent each frame is
sped up according to our estimated speedup score V :
Espeed(S, V ) =
∑
t
(1− Vˆ (t))(S(t)−Rmin)2 (1)
+ γ
∑
t
Vˆ (t)(S(t)−Ro)2
The first term of Eq. 1 encourages the estimated speedup
to be close to a low speedup rate (Rmin) for frames whose
speediness score is high (1 − Vˆ (t) is close to one). The
second term encourages the estimated speedup to be close
to the total desired rate Ro, and is higher for frames whose
speediness score is low (hence can be sped up more); this
term mostly serves as a regularizer, and prevents high spikes
in the estimated speedup curve.
Erate constrains the overall speedup over the entire video
to match the user desired speedup rate Ro, and is given by:
Erate(S,Ro) =
(
1
T
∑
S(t)−Ro
)2
(2)
Esmooth is a smoothness regularizer given by:
Esmooth(S
′) =
∑
t
(S(t)− S(t+ 1))2 (3)
This optimization problem has a closed-form solution,
where the optimal speedup curve S∗ is given by a solution
to a linear system. In practice, for efficiency, we used Ten-
sorflow optimizer to minimize it. The playback of the video
is then adaptively changed according to the optimal speedup
curve S∗ (see Fig. 5 (blue)).
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